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Abstract—Triboelectric charging of particles is exploited in a variety of industrial processes, such as electrophotographic toner charging and triboelectric separation. Dynamic particlesurface contact is a key charging mechanism in many types of particle tribocharger (e.g. cyclones, slides and baffled drop columns), and has therefore been studied in some detail. Models
of dynamic charging have tended to assume that the particle is spherical, but this is rarely the
case in practice. Experiments have shown that particle shape can strongly influence the charging behaviour via both the mean contact area and the time-varying character of the contact.
We review some of the experimental work, then present a 2D model of the dynamic contact of
an elliptical particle, of varying roundness ratio, with a flat surface. It incorporates a simple
sub-model of the cumulative surface charge transfer. This model captures a rich variety of
contact modes not exhibited by spherical particles, including sliding, rolling, tumbling and
bouncing. All of these contact modes produce very different charge transfer and accumulation
behaviours, and these are studied and compared.

I. INTRODUCTION
Triboelectrification is a ubiquitous feature of many dry particulate systems [1-3]. It can
manifest itself in a variety of ways, including adhesion to vessels or pipe walls [4], changes in dispersion or aggregation behaviour [5, 6], or discharges, leading to significant explosion hazards in dry powder systems [7]. Tribocharging of particulates can also be exploited in processes such as photocopier toner handling [8] and dry triboelectric separation [3, 9-13]. In the latter process, the components of a mixed particulate are given different charges by contact or friction. The components are then separated by passing the
differentially-charged mixture through an electric field.
Contact interactions in particle processing systems can occur either between particles or
between a particle and another object, usually the vessel or conduit wall [14]. This paper
deals with the second of these mechanisms. It is well known that the mechanical nature of
the interaction between a particle and a solid surface strongly influences the exchange of
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charge. For instance, tribocharging tends to increase with the interaction energy, and sliding contact tends to transfer more charge than simple normal contact [2]. The reasons for
these trends are usually multiple and complex. Charge exchange during single particlesurface impacts has previously been studied in some detail [15-20], and some attention
has also been paid to the exchange of charge between a continuous flow of particulate
material and a solid surface [21, 22]. Both formal studies and anecdotal accounts from
industry agree that the broad ‘character’ of the particle-surface contact has a strong effect
on the exchange of charge. The present author has been advised on a number of occasions
by industrial practitioners that some tribochargers are only effective if the particles can be
made to ‘slide’ on the tribocharging surface. These accounts raise as many questions as
they answer - for instance, in this context, what exactly constitutes 'sliding'? Is continuous
contact the most important factor, or is the presence of slip, as opposed to rolling, more
important? As another example, pneumatic cyclones represent a very effective means of
tribocharging coarse mineral particulates prior to separation, e.g. [23, 24]. Measurements
of charge transfer in cyclones suggest qualitative differences in charging behaviour for
different modes of contact (i.e. sliding, rolling or bouncing) between the particles and the
inside of the cyclone [25]. The operation and design of cyclone tribochargers need to be
informed by these considerations if they are to be used effectively. Similar considerations
also govern the design and operation of other types of tribocharger [26], and of conveying
systems where triboelectric effects are important.
Formal studies of sliding particulate charging on flat surfaces [21, 22] have begun to answer these questions. In these studies, the mode of particle-surface contact was observed
closely, using high-speed video footage, as the particles travelled down a flat
tribocharging chute. These observations were compared with measurements of the resulting charge. Quantitative characterisation of the contact mode was provided by measuring
the instantaneous fraction of particles in contact with the surface, the proportion of particles that were in continuous contact with the surface, and the proportion that were rolling
during contact (as opposed to maintaining a fixed orientation). It was confirmed that the
time the particles spent in actual contact with the surface (as distinct from the time they
took to traverse the chute) was an important determinant of the transferred charge, as expected. Since contact time was in turn determined by whether the particles bounced on the
surface (as opposed to rolling or sliding), the presence or absence of bouncing was clearly
critical to determining the charge. On the other hand, one would expect the instantaneous
normal force during contact, and thus the contact area, to be larger for bouncing than for
continuous rolling or sliding. There was also some evidence that the very fact of noncontinuous contact somehow limited the charge, perhaps due to gas breakdown discharge
during separation of the particles from the surface [16, 17]. Apart from these two factors,
it was concluded that the distinction between rolling and fixed-orientation contact was
critical to the charge transfer. A rolling particle progressively makes its entire accessible
surface area available for charging, whereas a particle that slides with a fixed orientation
only presents a limited portion of its surface for charging. On the other hand, assuming
that the particle is non-spherical, the average instantaneous contact area for fixedorientation sliding will tend to be larger than the average contact area for rolling, since the
most stable fixed orientations will tend to be those that present the least curved part of the
particle to the charging surface. Given the multiplicity of possible factors affecting the
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charge transfer, it is hardly surprising that these studies were unable to definitively determine the contribution of each, nor answer several other important questions regarding the
charging process. For instance, no light was shed on the age-old question of whether sliding contact is inherently different to static contact in this context.
The studies discussed above strongly reinforced the importance of particle shape. The
shape directly determines the contact area and pressure, and is also one of the key factors
affecting the contact mode (rolling, sliding, bouncing, tumbling), thereby also having a
strong indirect effect on the contact time, force and area. The model developed in [22, 27]
incorporated only a crude estimate of the average contact area for a rolling irregularlyshaped particle. Furthermore, no attempt was made to understand the effect of varying
particle geometry on contact mode.
In this paper, we attempt to understand the effect of particle geometry on dynamic particle-surface tribocharging a little better by modelling a rather idealised system whose behaviour depends on a relatively small number of dimensionless variables. By initially exploring particle charge behaviour in this deliberately limited parameter space, we hope to
develop a structure around which to build more sophisticated and realistic models in the
future. The present model is two-dimensional, and the particle shape is restricted to an
ellipse of varying roundness ratio. The simplest available models of elastic and inelastic
contact (including friction) between the particle and the surface are used to calculate the
linear and rotational motion of the ellipse. Two separate charge transfer models are used.
In both cases, the particle is assumed to be a perfect insulator, and the flat surface a perfect conductor. The first is a simple capacitive static contact model. The second is slightly
more complex, and includes a frictional charging term. It is important to provide a disclaimer at the outset: this frictional charging component has not been physically validated
for any real system. It is designed to be as simple as possible, and broadly physically
plausible. The same disclaimer applies to the model as a whole. At this stage, its purpose
is illustrative and exploratory rather than predictive - a useful tool for gaining physical
insight rather than a definitive quantitative model.
II. MODEL
A. Particle motion
The model particle is an ellipse, long axis 2a and short axis 2b. The 'roundness ratio'
ε (≡ b / a ) , the reciprocal of the aspect ratio, is the main means of characterising the particle geometry. Two sets of coordinates are used; the unprimed coordinates (x,y) refer to
the directions tangential and normal to the flat surface, and the primed coordinates (x',y')
are external horizontal and vertical coordinates, as shown in Fig. 1. The position of the
centre of the ellipse is denoted (x0,y0). The angle between these systems (the tilt of the
surface) is β. The anticlockwise angle between the long axis of the ellipse and the surface
is denoted φ , and the anticlockwise angle formed by the contact point, the ellipse centre
and the long axis is denoted θ, as shown. The distance from the ellipse centre to the contact point is r, and the local radius of curvature of the ellipse surface at the contact point is
rc. The geometric relationships between these lengths and angles are given in the Appendix.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a two-dimensional elliptical particle in contact with a tilted surface, showing the coordinate axes, the important geometric quantities, and the forces on the particle.

The component of the external force on the particle tangential to the surface is denoted

N
F0T , while the normal component is denoted F0 . Similarly, the tangential component of
the contact force is FcT , and the normal component is FcN . Note that the direction of the
arrows in Fig. 1 is that of the typical force vector in each case; F0N and FcT as shown

would have negative numerical values in the present coordinate system. For all of the
simulations performed here, the external force on the particle is assumed to be due to
gravity, and to act in the negative-y' direction. In this case,

F0T = mg sin β ; F0N = −mg cos β .

(1)

For elastic deformation, the normal contact force between an infinite cylinder and a halfspace (the 2D analogue of Hertzian indentation by a sphere) is proportional to the indentation distance, and is independent of the curvature of the indenting body [27]. We use

this to approximate the contact relationship for an elliptical particle. FcN is therefore given by the indentation distance dy (calculated in the Appendix) multiplied by an elastic
constant k. It also includes a dissipative term to allow for energy loss during collisions
with a strong normal component; this component is assumed proportional to the elastic
component of the normal force, but its direction is always opposite to the normal velocity
of the particle (while in contact). The proportionality constant is denoted ν.

FcT is calculated using a slip-stick-roll model. Coulomb friction is assumed at the interface, and for simplicity, static and kinetic friction coefficients are assigned the same val-

ue, μ. For small lateral elastic displacements, FcT is assumed proportional to the tangential sticking compliance dx, which takes into account rolling and subsequent sliding (calculated in the Appendix). For simplicity, the same elastic constant, k, is used as for normal
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contact. The largest value FcT can take is the Coulomb limit, i.e. µ FcN , and slip occurs if
this limit is exceeded. Of course, this friction force always opposes the direction of slip
(although not necessarily direction of linear motion of the particle.) As explained in the
Appendix, the elastic compliance is updated for slipping and rolling, and re-stick following a period of sliding is entirely possible. Full equations for the various force components, and the resulting equations of motion, are given in the Appendix in both dimensional and dimensionless form, using the dimensionless variables in Table 1.
TABLE 1: DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLES - PARTICLE MOTION
Variable

=

X 0 , Y0

x0 / a , y0 / a

τ

Ψ
ε
Γ
ρ
ρc
δ x ,δ y

t k/m

F / ( ka )

b/a
mg / ( ka )
r/a
rc / a

dx / a , dy / a

Apart from the initial velocity, position and orientation of the particle, the key parameters
governing the dynamics of the particle are ε , Γ , and the two dissipative coefficients,
µ and ν . The equations of motion were solved using a Runge-Kutta-Nyström scheme
with a step size ∆τ = 8 × 10−5 . In this paper, Γ is given a constant value of 0.001, the
plane is kept at a tilt of 45°, and we set µ = ν . The two parameters explored are therefore
the particle roundness ratio and a generic dissipation (i.e. friction) coefficient.
It is important to note that the model as a whole ignores the effect of electrostatic forces
on the particle motion. These simulations are assumed to take place in a regime where the
electrostatic forces are insignificant compared to the gravitational and elastic forces.
B. Static charge transfer
Our first charging model assumes that there is no qualitative difference between static and
sliding contact. It does not require a distinction to be made between actual and apparent
contact areas. Contact charging systems are frequently modelled by drawing an analogy
with charge build-up on a capacitor. We assume that the flat plate is an earthed conductor,
thereby ensuring that the charge distribution on its surface during contact is the image of
that on the particle. Under these circumstances, the instantaneous charge transfer rate be-
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tween a region of the particle surface with charge surface density σ and the conducting
plate will be

dσ
1
=
(σ 0 − σ ) ,
d tc t0

(2)

where t0 is the characteristic charging time, and σ 0 is the saturated charge density, proportional to the electrochemical potential difference between the two materials [28]. Note
that tc is the time the particle spends in contact with the plate, and does not include any
time it may spend in the air during bouncing or tumbling contact. The charge transfer to
or from the particle surface is assumed to be governed by Eq. (2) at points in contact with
the plane, and zero elsewhere. According to [27], when a body of curvature rc indents into
an elastic half-space to a depth d y (in two dimensions), the contact half-width is given by

sc = rc d y ,

(3)

S c = ρ cδ y .

(4)

or in dimensionless form,

In our model, the particle boundary was separated into 2000 segments of equal arc-length.
For each time-step, charge was allowed to build up in the manner indicated by (2), on
those segments within a surface distance Sc of the centre of contact during that time-step.

Fig. 2. Model contact between the particle and the plate. Charge is only transferred to those boundary segments
that are in contact with the plate at any given time.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2; it is understood that the indentation distance is much smaller
than the radius of curvature of the particle surface, as shown. Since the particle was assumed to be an insulator, charge was not permitted to flow laterally between these surface
segments.
We have treated the interface as if the apparent contact area and the actual, microscopic
contact area are equivalent (or at least, that the actual contact area as a proportion of the
apparent contact area is constant). In reality, the actual contact area for a given apparent
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contact area will vary with the normal pressure [29], an assumption implicit in the Coulomb friction model, among other things. In a real indentation system with the geometry
shown in Figure 2, the contact pressure would be maximum at the centre and would drop
off to zero at the edge, as would the actual contact area per unit apparent area. These subtleties are reserved for a more sophisticated model.
C. Sliding charge transfer
The primary obstacle to inclusion of sliding triboelectrification into our model is the mysterious and complex nature of the process, which occurs to a different extent (and even
polarity) for different systems and dynamic regimes [30-33]. In choosing a sliding
triboelectrification model for illustrative purposes, simplicity and physical plausibility are
preferred to validation in any specific system. In our model, a constant (relatively small)
fraction of the work done by friction goes into increasing the contact potential difference,
and ultimately into 'pushing' more charge across the interface. Lowell [34] put forward a
'molecular stirring' or 'redistribution layer' mechanism (in the context of polymer charging) that may be consistent with this model. In this process, 'full' charge carriers near the
surface are mechanically 'ploughed' deeper into the material by friction at the interface,
and replaced by 'empty' ones brought up from the bulk. For the moment, though, we do
not favour any specific physical mechanism, and merely assume the aforementioned link
between frictional work and contact potential difference. Since there is no physical evidence for this model, it should be considered entirely provisional, to be replaced when a
better-validated model is developed. Consider an interface for which the saturated surface
density of the transferred charge during static contact is σ 0 , as in Eq. (2). Let the effective capacitance per unit area of the interface be a constant, κ. The energy density for static contact will therefore be

E0 1
1 σ 02
,
=
=
κV02
A 2
2 κ

(5)

where V0 is the contact potential difference for static contact and A is the interface area.
We now assume that work W is done by sliding friction at the interface, and that a constant fraction η of this goes into increasing the dynamic saturation charge density σ s . Eq.
(5) implies that

1 σ s 2 1 σ 02
W
.
=
+η
2 κ
2 κ
A

(6)

We now introduce dimensionless charge densities and work per unit area:

=
Σ0

σ0
=
; Σs
kκ

σs
kκ

(7)
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1W
.
k A

(8)

Σs 2 =
Σ02 + 2ηω ,

(9)

ω=

In terms of these, Eq. (6) becomes

or in differential form,

d Σs =

2η
2

Σ0 + 2ηω

dω .

(10)

We make a simplification at this point by again treating the contact force as if it were constant over the contact region. In that case, the dimensionless work per unit area, done by
friction in a interval dτ , is:

dω
dφ 
µδ  dX 0
=
+ ρ sin (φ + θ )  .
dτ c 2 Sc  dτ
dτ 

(11)

Finally, it seems unrealistic to expect the saturation charge density to remain permanently
elevated as a result of work done by friction. We therefore assume that it will tend to relax
to its static contact value over a characteristic dimensionless time τ r . Eq. (10) now becomes



2η
dω 1
d Σs 
=
+ ( Σ0 − Σs )  dτ c .


2
dτ τ r
 Σ0 + 2ηω


(12)

The relaxation or 'back-flow' term is the second term inside the square brackets. The
charge transfer is governed by the following modified dimensionless form of Eq. (2):

dΣ
1
=
( Σs − Σ ) .
dτ c τ 0

(13)

For simplicity, τ r is set equal to τ 0 in all of the following simulations. The net particle
charge is expressed in terms of the static saturation charge density and the total particle
surface area, i.e. Q / (σ 0 . As ) . This dimensionless composite variable reaches a value of
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one when the entire available particle surface has the 'static' saturation charge density σ 0 .
Under the static charge transfer model, this dimensionless charge cannot increase beyond
unity; it can, however, under the sliding charge transfer model. It should also be noted
that the static charge transfer model does not allow for back-flow of charge, and hence the
dimensionless particle charge cannot decrease with time under this model. The sliding
contact charging model, on the other hand, incorporates a relaxation mechanism, and is
not subject to this restriction.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The variables that determine the particle motion were listed in the previous section. The
initial position and velocity of the particle are also critical in this regard. The particle
charge depends on the particle motion, and also on dimensionless charging time τ 0 (for

the simple static contact model) and on τ 0 , Σ0 and η (for the sliding contact model). It
is well beyond the scope of this paper to examine the influence of all of these variables on
the charging behaviour. Instead, a few representative cases have been chosen to illustrate
the effect of the particle roundness ratio.
The initial dynamic conditions were identical for all simulations; the particle's long axis
was aligned parallel to the surface and the rotational velocity was zero. The particle was
assumed to have dropped straight down onto the plate with dimensionless velocity 0.025.
For β= 45° , this meant that the initial velocity had equal components normal and tangential to the surface. In all cases, τ 0 = 1.0 . For those simulations that included sliding
charge augmentation, Σ0 =
0.01 and η = 0.1 . The coefficients μ and ν were set equal, and
given one of two values; 0.1 for the 'low friction' case, and 1.0 for the 'high friction' case.
In the latter case, the friction coefficient was just short of the critical value that would
prevent sliding if the particle were merely placed on the surface.

Fig. 3. The bouncing amplitude Y ( max .) is obtained by taking the upper envelope of the normal particle-plate
0
distance, Y0 .
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To illustrate the particle motion, the normal distance of the particle centre above the plate
(Y0) is plotted as a time series. Figure 3 shows an example, this one for the low friction
case and ε = 0.95 . In this case, the particle bounces off the surface with varying amplitude. For comparison between different simulations, the upper envelope of these bounces
is used ( Y0(max .) , as shown in Figure 3). In Figure 4, time series of the bounce amplitude

are shown for various values of the roundness ratio and for low and high friction.

Fig. 4. Bounce amplitude vs. dimensionless time, for low friction (left) and high friction (right) cases. For

(max .)
=
ε 0.1 − 0.4 and ε = 1.0 , Y0
≈1.

Several important trends are evident. For both low and high friction, the particle tends to
stay very close to the surface for low values of the roundness ratio (i.e. highly flattened
particles). There is then a very sharp transition to large-amplitude bouncing at a particular
value of ε : at around ε = 0.88 for the low friction case and approximately ε = 0.45 for
the high friction case. We denote this transitional roundness ratio ε t . As the roundness
ratio increases from this transition, the bouncing amplitude rises further, peaks, and falls
away again to a very low value at ε = 1 (a perfectly round particle). While some of the
plots show the bouncing amplitude increasing monotonically with time (e.g. ε = 0.6 in the
high-friction case), it should eventually reach a more-or-less stable state, where rate of
gain in kinetic energy from gravity is balanced by energy losses due to friction (e.g.
ε = 0.9 in the high-friction case). In both low and high friction cases, the sharp transition
in behaviour occurs between those particles that maintain a quasi-fixed orientation
('sliding') and those that are able to full rotate in the φ-direction ('rolling' or 'tumbling').
The orientation of the sliding particles is described as 'quasi-fixed') because they adopt a
rocking motion, rather than a genuinely fixed orientation. Nonetheless, in these cases, a
large proportion of the particle surface never comes into contact with the plate, with important consequences for charge transfer (see shortly). The critical roundness ratio ε t is
lower in the high friction case than in the low friction case, because larger tangential forces can be developed at the interface, leading to a larger rolling torque on the particle.
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Apart from particles that are very nearly round ( ε → 1 ), rolling inevitably turns into tumbling, as the particle 'kicks' against the surface and is catapulted away from the surface. A
final mode of particle behaviour can be best seen in Figure 4, for the low friction case.
Here, where τ < 1000 , evidence of bouncing with a quasi-fixed orientation can be observed. This mode would probably be far more pronounced if the angle of the incident
velocity to the surface were more oblique (i.e., more of a 'skimming' incidence). It may
appear at first that the bouncing amplitude is much larger in the high friction case than the
low friction case; however, for the same roundness ratio, the difference is not particularly
great (e.g., ε = 0.9 ). In the low friction case, tumbling does not occur at those roundness
ratios for which the amplitude is greatest in the high-friction case.

Fig. 5. Dimensionless charge vs. dimensionless time, for low friction (left) and high friction (right) cases.
Charge calculated using the static capacitive charging model.

Having noted some key trends in the particle motion, we now proceed to examine their
effect on the charge transfer. We begin with the simple static charging model. Figure 5
shows time series of the particle charge for various roundness ratios in the low and high
friction regimes. In Figure 6, the same data are plotted against the roundness ratio at five
different time values. We see an immediate correspondence between these data and those
in Figure 4. For small roundness ratios ( ε < ε t ), the dimensionless charge approaches a
limiting value with time that is substantially less than unity. This value actually decreases
with roundness ratio. The radius of curvature of the part of the particle in contact with the
surface, and thus the contact area, becomes smaller with increasing roundness ratio; thus ,
the maximum charge attainable also decreases. As the roundness ratio decreases to zero
(i.e. the particle becomes completely flattened), the contact area as a fraction of the total
area, and thus the maximum dimensionless charge, should approach 0.5. As ε increases
past ε t , and begins to roll or tumble, the charge time-series abruptly change, and begin to
approach a maximum value of unity, since the entire particle surface is now available for
charging. This rapid transition is best observed in Figure 6. For the lower roundness ratios
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in this regime, the charge tends to increase in a series of discontinuous jumps, corresponding to collisions with the surface, and the transient large contact areas associated with
them. As the roundness ratio approaches one, these jumps become smaller. Eventually, for
a completely round particle, the only jumps observed are those arising from the initial
normal velocity; as already noted, these decay over τ ≈ 0 → 1000 . This corresponds with
the observed trend in bouncing amplitude with roundness ratio. Importantly, however, the
charge increases more rapidly to unity as the roundness ratio increases. This is precisely
because 'rolling' particles (e.g., ε = 1 ) spend a higher proportion of their time in contact
with the surface, and exchanging charge, than violently tumbling particles (e.g., ε = 0.5 in
the high friction case).

Fig. 6. Dimensionless charge vs. roundness ratio, for low friction (left) and high friction (right) cases, at various
times. Charge calculated using the static capacitive charging model.

Figures 7 and 8 show equivalent data for the sliding charge model. Note that the charge is
still expressed as a fraction of the saturated static charge density multiplied by the total
area. Since in our model the dynamic saturation charge density can be augmented by frictional work at the interface, the dimensionless charge can exceed unity, and can decrease
with time due to charge back-flow. For ε < ε t , as in the static charging case, the dimen-

sionless charge approaches a relatively small constant value. As ε exceeds ε t , the dimensionless charge increases well beyond unity in a series of large jumps, again corresponding to collisions with the surface. In contrast to the static charging model, for
τ ≥ 2000 , the charge actually decreases with roundness ratio. For ε = 1 , in both the low
and high friction regimes, the charge increases to a maximum at τ  1000 , then decreases
slightly to a stable value thereafter. It is possible that the charge on lower roundness ratio
particles will stabilise to a lesser value at a later time, but there is no sign of it in the interval studied. The trends in the charge data can again be explained readily in terms of the
particle dynamics. For ε < ε t , the particle slides, but the contact is relatively gentle, particularly in the low friction case, as there are few if any violent collisions. In the high fric-
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tion case, the interfacial force is somewhat larger, but the sliding speed is slower. In both
friction regimes, for ε < ε t , little work is done at the interface to elevate the saturation
charge density. Since contact is for the most part continuous, charge back-flow is therefore also continuous. As before, the area of the particle surface able to make contact with
the surface is limited.

Fig. 7. Dimensionless charge vs. dimensionless time, for low friction (left) and high friction (right) cases.
Charge calculated using the sliding contact charging model.

Fig. 8. Dimensionless charge vs. roundness ratio, for low friction (left) and high friction (right) cases, at various
times. Charge calculated using the sliding contact charging model.

For roundness ratios approaching unity, the entire particle surface is available for contact,
and the limiting charge is therefore larger. However, as for low roundness ratios, frictional forces at the interface tend to be small, for the reasons already outlined, and also be-
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cause the particle will tend to roll. Again, the particle is in continuous contact with the
surface, and continuous saturation charge relaxation occurs.
In contrast, for roundness ratios just exceeding ε t , the particle tends to tumble, leading to
large transient interfacial forces, large transient contact areas and high collision speeds.
Contact is discontinuous, but this has the competing effects of limiting saturation charge
relaxation and charge transfer. The result is that the dimensionless charge increases to a
number of times the static saturation value of unity.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Previous experimental studies have reinforced the importance of particle shape to particle-surface tribocharging. The aim of this work was therefore to begin to understand the
mechanisms behind this influence. We have developed a simple two-dimensional model
of the charging of an elliptical particle on a tilted flat surface. This model incorporates a
very simple static capacitive charging mechanism and a sliding contact charging mechanism based on the frictional work done at the interface, with a relaxation term for charge
back-flow. This latter charging mechanism was selected as the most tractable physically
plausible option, not because it is supported by any physical evidence. It should therefore
be regarded as provisional, until a better alternative becomes available. The overall model
should be treated with similar caution. At this early stage, its usefulness is in providing
broad insights rather than quantitative predictions.
For the very limited set of conditions explored in this paper, some clear trends in the
charging behavior with particle roundness ratio were apparent. Particles with a low
roundness ratio (i.e. highly-flattened particles) tend to slide with a quasi-fixed orientation,
i.e., they rock back and forth as they slide, but do not actually roll or tumble. At a certain
specific roundness ratio, which is lower for high-friction contact than low-friction contact,
the particle begins to roll. Unless the roundness ratio is very close to unity, this invariably
leads to violent tumbling and bouncing. For the simple capacitive charging model, in the
sliding (low roundness ratio) regime, the dimensionless charge approaches a value substantially less than one, and decreases with increasing roundness ratio, since only a limited
section of the surface is available for contact, and this decreases with the radius of curvature. When the roundness ratio exceeds the critical value and the orientation is no longer
quasi-fixed, the entire particle surface becomes available for charging, and the dimensionless charge approaches one. The rate of approach to this maximum value increases with
roundness ratio, as the tumbling/bouncing contact mode of the more irregular particles
becomes continuous rolling, and the proportion of the total time spent in contact with the
surface increases.
For our frictional work model of sliding contact charging, the trend for sliding contact
with quasi-fixed orientation is similar to that above. However, for rolling and tumbling
contact, the trend is quite different, at least for the parameters chosen here. In this regime,
a relatively irregular particle that undergoes violent tumbling obtains a larger charge than
a round particle that rolls. For these particular cases, the much larger transient interfacial
forces during tumbling, and the large (albeit intermittent) work done, are more important
to charging that the continuity of contact offered by rolling.
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As we have already emphasised, a large part of the parameter space delineated by our
model has not been explored at all. Apart from the provisional nature of the sliding contact model, the effect of varying the surface elasticity, charging time coefficient, ratio of
normal to tangential force (i.e., tilt angle) and initial particle orientation remain to be studied. The initial velocity vector is particularly important for the study of tribocharging devices, since it will typically be a key adjustable parameter during operations. These parameters will all be explored in future work.
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APPENDIX
Auxiliary quantities associated with the elliptical particle geometry:

tan φ tan θ =

tan φ tan α =

r=

b2

(14)

a2

b
a

(15)

ab

( a sin θ )2 + ( b cos θ )2

( a sin α )2 + ( b cos α )2 


rc = 
ab

(16)

3/2

(17)

Normal indentation distance:

r sin (φ + θ ) − y0
dy = 
0

Tangential compliance:

if
if

r sin (φ + θ ) ≥ y0
r sin (φ + θ ) < y0

(18)
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dd x dx0
dφ
=
− rc
dt
dt
dt

(19)

In our solution algorithm, d x is reset to zero whenever the particle regains contact with
the surface after losing contact. It is reset to µ FcN / k whenever FcT falls below

µ FcN (i.e., when re-stick occurs).
Contact force components:


−kd x

dφ 
 dx0

T 
F=
+ r sin (φ + θ )  µ FcN
-sign 
c
dt
dt 



0


FcN

if

d y > 0 and k d x ≤ µ FcN

if

d y > 0 and k d x > µ FcN

if

dy ≤ 0



 dy0  
kd y 1 − sign 
ν  if
=
 dt  


0
if


dy > 0

(20)

(21)

dy ≤ 0

Two-dimensional rigid body equations of motion, for an elliptical particle:

m

d 2 x0
= F0T + FcT
dt 2

(22)

m

d 2 y0
= F0N + FcN
dt 2

(23)

m 2
d 2φ
a + b 2 = FcT sin (φ + θ ) r − FcN cos (φ + θ ) r
4
dt 2

(

)

Dimensionless forms of Eqs. (20-24):

(24)
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−δ x

dφ 
 dX

=
Ψ Tc -sign  0 + ρ sin (φ + θ )  µ Ψ cN
dτ 
 dτ


0


Ψ cN

17

if

δ y > 0 and

δ x ≤ µΨ cN

if

δ y > 0 and

δ x > µΨ cN

d 2 X0

δy ≤ 0

if

 
 dY0  
δ y 1 − sign 
ν  if
=
 dτ  
 

0
if


(25)

δy > 0

(26)

δy ≤ 0

= Γ sin β + Ψ Tc

(27)

= −Γ cos β + Ψ cN

(28)

d 2φ
1
1+ ε 2
= Ψ Tc sin (φ + θ ) ρ − Ψ cN cos (φ + θ ) ρ
2
4
dτ

(29)

dτ 2

d 2Y0
dτ 2

(

)
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